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Selling for a lower price than any similar guidebook, and deliberately limited to a short 256 pages,

this EasyGuide is an exercise in creating easily-absorbed travel information. It emphasizes the

authentic experiences in each destination:the most important attractions, the classic method of

approaching a particular destination; the best choices for accommodations and meals; the best

ways to maximize the enjoyment of your stay. Because it is "quick to read, light to carry", it is called

an "EasyGuide", and reflects Arthur Frommer's lifetime of experience in presenting clear and

concise travel advice.
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Leslie Brokaw has been a travel writer since 2006, contributing to more than ten Frommer's

guidebooks. Her first books were coauthored with her stepfather, long-time Frommer's contributor,

Herbert Livesey. She resides in Boston, MA.Erin Trahan is a writer and editor specializing in film

and travel. This is her fourth Frommer's guide to Montreal and Quebec City. She resides in Boston,

MA.Matt Barber is the author of the food blog, crispybits.com and writes about cooking and food

trends as correspondent for the Boston Globe. He lives in Boston with his wife, Leslie Brokaw, and

their son and dog.

This is a lightweight and brief guide to seeing Montreal and Quebec City. Oddly enough, that fact

represents the strength and weakness of this volume.I did not know that this was a rather brief



guide when I ordered it (I can't blame Frommer's for that!). I had wanted a longer, more detailed

version.But, at that, this is still a useful volume. The next time that I visit Montreal, this book will still

be useful. It nicely describes recommended restaurants in various areas of the city--ranked by price.

For instance, Downtown features expensive venues such as Europea (French). Moderately priced

restaurants include Beaver Hall (with the same chef as Europea!) and Brasserie T. Inexpensive? A

breakfast spot called (I love it!) Eggspectation or Java U (near Concordia University).One of the

things I like to do when visiting a city is to take local tours. I would look forward to a boat tour--and

one can see information about that on pages 91-92 and a land tour (such as the Gray Line

tour).Just so with Quebec City.All in all, despite its brevity, it should serve me well. . . .

I purchased this book to take along on our vacation and I was not disappointed. It's not too thick and

cumbersome and can easily fit in a tote bag. The walking tours were well planned out, interesting

and easy to follow.It's especially helpful that the Metro stops are listed for each place of interest.We

did not get lost at all. Included is a nice tear out map that was very helpful.I suggest reading this

book before embarking, so that you can plan your sightseeing.

We are planning a trip to Montreal and Quebec and like this book very much. It has been very

helpful. Snort and just focuses on teh 2 area we plan on visiting.

I have planned many trips with Frommer's guides and this one is no exception. Easy to

findinformation and recommendations are good. Map comes with book.

Great little book, type is easier to read than a AAA book,

great sller

bought the Kindle version would have preferred this one in paperback

Another good tour guide
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